Wind

DAFA Brushlists
DAFA brushlists are designed for a wide range of constructions, adjusting
to tolerances in the given application, and for fast and efficient mounting.

By using DAFA brushlists the uptime for the wind turbine is optimized, and water, sand, salt and other particles are prevented from
entering critical parts such as electronics and hydraulics. Brushlists are produced in weather-resistant materials with low-friction fibers.

Flexible brushlist
Clamping range: 2-4mm
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Clamping range: 2-4mm
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Flexible brushlists are available for both clamping and screw mounting.
•
•
•
•

Fast and easy assembly.
Mechanically fastening (screws)
Flexible for rotating parts
Brush length from 10- 30mm

•
•
•

Coil delivery (25m) avoids multiple joints
Weather resistant
No waste

DAFA Alu brushlist
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Aluminum brushlists are designed with either a straight or angled aluminum holder for mechanical fastening.
•
•
•

Angled brushlists are delivered in 1m lengths
Straight brushlists are delivered in 1m and 3m lengths
Low friction

•

Weather resistant

Custom-made solutions

The above listed profiles are DAFA standard brushlists.
If these profiles don’t fit your construction, then we can
offer other standard brushlists or develop a specific
customized profile.
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The invisible lines that make
wonders happen
At DAFA we are experts in specialized products and total solutions
that seal, absorb and protect.
With constant innovation, uncompromising product quality and close
collaboration with our partners, we contribute to successful projects in
industries where attention to detail is the difference between success
and failure.
Our experience covers three quarters of a century with a strong
commitment to principles of sustainability in business decisions that
create long-term value for our stakeholders.
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Our global supply chain means we deliver to any location efficiently on
competitive conditions.

dafa-group.com
Denmark · Sweden · Germany · China · US · Norway · Poland · Italy

